A touch of drama and a taste for
the bold from PGH Bricks & Pavers

Seductively sophisticated and with a depth of colour and texture that packs
a punch, Mercury represents a confidence in style that is sure to make a
statement. Mercury is a dark, metallic brick with inky undertones and a
textured, silvery sheen that gives it added modernity.
This brick has a beautiful reflective surface that picks up on its surrounds and is
best seen in various lights. Warm and glowing when reflecting the soft light of
early mornings or dusk, statuesque and strong when the sun is high, and softly
iridescent at night, when catching the surrounding lights.
Mercury delivers a dramatic finish for a home of beauty and strength.

There is a trend for darker colours on exterior facades to create a strong,
powerful effect.
Fearless, contemporary and unapologetically edgy, Dark & Stormy is a
modern palette that makes a hard-hitting style statement for a home that
will stand out from all the rest.
In shades of charcoal greys, bitter chocolate, deep ocean and gleaming
metallics, Dark & Stormy has the unique ability to look quietly chic and
confident or richly dramatic and sophisticated.
A popular home trend and the perfect way to make a powerful statement,
Dark & Stormy expresses confidence and provides real impact.
Dark & Stormy looks perfectly at home in the city, but equally striking as
a contrast to a natural, rural setting. It is ideal for showcasing clean and
simple lines and beautiful architectural detail.
Deep Metallic Mercury bricks, when offset with a charcoal roof and trim,
feel modern, all black provides sleek minimalist style, whilst deep espresso,
a variation of black, conveys a sophisticated twist. Dark & Stormy is a trend
with endless and exciting possibilities.
Metallic Mercury is available in Victoria and South Australia and brings
more intensity to the Dark & Stormy trend.

Metallic Range from
the Premium Collection

Mercury

Metallic Range from the Premium Collection is a selection of clay extruded, wire cut
bricks, finished with a subtle metallic sheen designed to achieve a more opulent
effect. Often used as the dominant façade surface in modern residential designs,
these popular bricks are used to achieve a variety of design looks.

Nickel Flash

Blue Steel Flash

For more inspiration and information visit:

pghbricks.com.au/mercury
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